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Figure 1. We present 3DBiCar, the first large-scale repository of 3D biped cartoon characters. It contains 1,500 topologically consistent,
textured, and skinned 3D high-quality meshes manually created by professional artists, covering 15 species. Further, we propose RaBit, the
first cartoon character parametric model simultaneously parameterizing shape, pose, and texture.

Abstract

Assisting people in efficiently producing visually plausi-
ble 3D characters has always been a fundamental research
topic in computer vision and computer graphics. Recent
learning-based approaches have achieved unprecedented
accuracy and efficiency in the area of 3D real human digiti-
zation. However, none of the prior works focus on modeling
3D biped cartoon characters, which are also in great demand
in gaming and filming. In this paper, we introduce 3DBiCar,
the first large-scale dataset of 3D biped cartoon characters,
and RaBit, the corresponding parametric model. Our dataset
contains 1,500 topologically consistent high-quality 3D tex-
tured models which are manually crafted by professional
artists. Built upon the data, RaBit is thus designed with a
SMPL-like linear blend shape model and a StyleGAN-based
neural UV-texture generator, simultaneously expressing the
shape, pose, and texture. To demonstrate the practicality
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of 3DBiCar and RaBit, various applications are conducted,
including single-view reconstruction, sketch-based modeling,
and 3D cartoon animation. For the single-view reconstruc-
tion setting, we find a straightforward global mapping from
input images to the output UV-based texture maps tends to
lose detailed appearances of some local parts (e.g., nose,
ears). Thus, a part-sensitive texture reasoner is adopted to
make all important local areas perceived. Experiments fur-
ther demonstrate the effectiveness of our method both quali-
tatively and quantitatively. 3DBiCar and RaBit are available
at gaplab.cuhk.edu.cn/projects/RaBit.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of digitization, creating high-
quality 3D articulated characters is highly demanded in game
platforms, film industries, and metaverse scenarios. How-
ever, even for expert artists, creating a 3D character is labor-
intensive and time-consuming. Therefore, reducing the cost
of producing visually plausible 3D characters is essential in
the field of computer vision and graphics.
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the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Recently, researchers have made great progress in digitiz-
ing realistic human characters. The emergence and popular-
ity of various 3D sensing devices make capturing 3D data
from the real world convenient, prompting a growing number
of 3D real-people scanned datasets [3,7,12,43,45,53,54,56].
Based on these large-scale datasets, several powerful para-
metric models [5,12,35,39] have been developed to facilitate
the reconstruction and analysis of human shapes, actions, and
interactions. With the help of parametric models, deep learn-
ing techniques have shown the potential to efficiently infer
accurate 3D digital humans from single-view images [26,39]
or even sparse sketches [9, 24, 48]. Most recently, there are
some works [36, 41] that devote to exploring the intelligent
generation of cartoon-like character heads. However, none
of the prior works focuses on the modeling of 3D full-body
biped cartoon characters, which are also in great demand
in the area of gaming (e.g., Animal Crossing), filming (e.g.,
Zootopia), and virtualizing (e.g., Metaverse). In this work,
we raise a new problem to the community: How to quickly
produce 3D biped cartoon characters from easy-to-obtain
inputs (e.g., a single image)?

Revisiting the road map of realistic human digitization,
the first step to tackling the above problem is building a
high-quality 3D biped cartoon characters dataset. We thus
introduce 3DBiCar, the first large-scale publicly available
3D biped cartoon character dataset following three criteria:
1) Diversity. 3DBiCar spans a wide range of 3D biped car-
toon characters, containing 1,500 high-quality 3D models
covering 15 species, as shown in the Fig. 3. 2) Richness.
Each model in 3DBiCar owns not only a detailed shape but
also a texture UV-map, which are matched with a reference
image. Additionally, each character is attached with two
models, one with T-pose and another with the reference pose.
3) Topological-consistency. Each 3D model is created by
carefully deforming a pre-defined template mesh. All 3D
characters in 3DBiCar are unified in topology, paving the
way to learn a skinned parametric model. Fig. 1 shows some
representative models of the proposed dataset.

Based on 3DBiCar, we further propose a generative
model, dubbed RaBit, for 3D biped cartoon character genera-
tion. It combines a linear blend shape model with a neural tex-
ture generator and simultaneously parameterizes the shape,
pose, and texture to a low-dimensional parametric space. For
shape and pose modeling, numerous methods have shown
principal component analysis’s (PCA’s) advantage in build-
ing decent statistical shape models [5, 12, 32, 39]. Inspired
by SMPL [35], we utilize the traditional PCA technique to
parameterize shape. Due to the variety and complexity of
cartoon texture, directly adopting PCA for texture model-
ing fails to reconstruct details and falls into blurry results.
We tackle this problem by introducing a StyleGAN-based
generator.

To explore the practical usage of 3DBiCar and RaBit, we

first conduct the application of single-view reconstruction.
Considering prior works for SMPL-based human geometry
generation from single-view images [6, 26, 30], we build a
baseline method with our dataset and the parametric model.
We select one regression-based method for pose and shape
inference. For texture inference, we find directly applying
a global texture-generator tends to make the results lose de-
tailed appearances, especially for some local but important
regions (e.g., nose and ears). Thus a part-sensitive reasoner
is utilized to deal with different local regions. We term our
baseline method for single-view reconstruction as BiCar-
Net. Moreover, two further applications, i.e., sketch-based
modeling and 3D character animation, are also explored. Ex-
perimental results on these applications demonstrate that it
is already able to generate reasonable outputs.

To summarize, our contributions include:

• We introduce 3DBiCar, the first large-scale 3D biped
cartoon character dataset. It contains 1,500 high-quality
textured 3D models with a consistent mesh topology.

• We propose RaBit, the first 3D full-body cartoon para-
metric model for biped character modeling. We will
release both 3DBiCar and RaBit for future research.

• We build BiCarNet, the baseline method to reconstruct
3D biped cartoon characters from a single-view image.
A part-sensitive reasoner is adopted for detailed texture
generation.

• Two other applications, i.e., sketch-based modeling and
3D character animation, are also conducted to demon-
strate the promising potential of 3DBiCar and RaBit.

2. Related Work
3D Character Datasets. In general, 3D character datasets
could be categorized as real-captured and computer-designed
datasets. For capturing character data from the real world, the
availability of 3D scanning devices has enabled researchers
to collect many scanned 3D human-related datasets, mainly
focusing on human faces [10] and bodies [13]. For human
faces, FaceWarehouse [12] collects large-scale 3d faces with
high diversity in age, ethnicity, and expression. FaceScape
[53] further builds a large-scale detailed 3D face dataset with
high resolution in texture and mesh. For human bodies, CAE-
SAR dataset [43] opens up the learning of the human body
and is widely used for body shape modeling for its shape di-
versity and satisfying resolution of meshes. Many following
works [3, 7, 45, 54, 56] extend [43] in shape, pose, and tex-
ture, on quantity and quality. Although these real-captured
datasets are widely used in realistic human digitalization,
they are unsuitable for imaginary character generation.

For designing character data with computers, researchers
try to perform deformation on real 3D human faces or bodies
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to construct exaggerated shapes programmatically [11,24,46,
51]. Their results lack diversity and are far from satisfactory.
To address this, 3DCaricShop [41] proposes a large-scale
3D exaggerated faces dataset. SimpModeling [36] constructs
a large man-made animalmorphic head dataset. Although
using 3DCaricShop and SimpModeling could facilitate the
generation of unreal character heads, it still remains a prob-
lem to synthesize full-body cartoon characters due to the
lack of corresponding body data. In our work, we tackle this
problem by introducing a large 3D biped cartoon character
dataset, 3DBiCar.

Parametric Shape Modeling. Parametric models of shapes
are widely used in 3D digitizations. Blanz et al. [5] pioneer
parametric modeling using PCA and release a 3D statisti-
cal morphable face model (3DMM). Their parameterization
models textured faces and provides a set of controls for intu-
itively manipulating shapes, expressions, and textures. Since
then, PCA-based parameterizing has gradually dominated
the area of statistical shape modeling over the past decades.
Following 3DMM, researchers model the whole head to
represent the neck region and 3D head rotations [12, 32].
Allen et al. [2] open up the study of full body parameteri-
zation. However, they focus only on body shape and omit
the body pose. SCAPE [3] represents body shape and pose
in terms of triangle deformations, while SMPL [35] mod-
els a whole range of natural shapes and poses based on
vertex displacements. SMPL-X [39] integrates SMPL [35]
with FLAME [32] head model and the MANO [44] hand
model for expressive capturing of bodies, hands and faces
together. With recent advances in deep learning, researchers
turn to explore nonlinear shape models using neural net-
works [1, 4, 8, 42, 52, 57]. However, since these non-linear
modeling methods are inferior in simplicity, robustness and
availability, PCA-based methods remain prevalent in the re-
search community. In this paper, we also adopt PCA into
RaBit to model the geometry of 3D biped cartoon characters.

Based on the above parametric models, researchers have
made remarkable progress in human digitization, such as
reconstruction from simple inputs (e.g., a single image or
sparse sketches) [6, 15, 24, 26, 40] and real-time pose re-
targeting [14, 29, 50]. For instance, SMPLify [6] estimates
3D body shape and pose parameters automatically from 2D
joints with multiple ellipsoids. HMR [26] proposes an end-to-
end framework for reconstructing a full 3D mesh of a human
body from a single RGB image. DeepSketch2Face [24] pro-
poses a sketch-based system for inferring 3D face models
from 2D sketches with the help of parametric models and
CNN-based deep regression networks. TCMR [14] presents
a temporally consistent mesh recovery system for recover-
ing smooth 3D human motion from monocular videos. To
probe the capability of RaBit to downstream applications,
we conduct various utilization, such as single-view cartoon
character reconstruction, sketch-based character modeling,

and 3D cartoon animation. Experimental results demonstrate
the practicality of 3DBiCar and RaBit.
Parametric Texture Modeling. Traditionally, textures are
modeled as a linear subspace using the similar idea of body
blendshape models. Blanz et al. [5] represent the face ap-
pearance in per-vertex colors and parameterize texture as
a linear model based on PCA. Dai et al. [16] store texture
information in a UV space where the texture resolution is
unconstrained by mesh resolution. Moschoglou et al. [37]
formulate a robust matrix factorization problem to learn the
parametric representation of facial UV maps from a col-
lection of training textures. However, these linear texture
models may lead to a sub-optimal appearance output [18,23]
due to the weak assumption of Gaussian and tend to produce
blurry results.

With recent advances in deep learning, researchers turn
to utilize deep neural networks to model texture. A num-
ber of deep generative models [17, 19–22, 31, 38, 47] have
been proposed to parameterize texture into a latent space.
For example, GANFIT [21] utilizes GAN-based neural net-
works to train a generator of facial texture in UV space for
3D face reconstruction. StylePeople [22] incorporates neu-
ral texture synthesis, mesh rendering, and neural rendering
into the joint generation process to train a neural texture
generator for the task of single-view human reconstruction.
GET3D [20] introduces a texture-field generative model that
directly generates explicit textured 3D meshes, ranging from
cars, chairs, animals, motorbikes, and human characters to
buildings. These methods have shown the promising capac-
ity of neural generators to represent texture. In our work, we
adopt a GAN-based neural texture generator into RaBit to
provide high-quality texture modeling.

3. Dataset
Considerable progress has been made in digitizing real-

istic and articulated human characters. However, efficiently
creating visually plausible biped cartoon characters remains
demanding and challenging, mainly due to the lack of data.
In this work, we propose to fill this gap by introducing
3DBiCar, the first large-scale full-body 3D biped charac-
ter data. We build 3DBiCar following three rules:

Diversity. 3DBiCar spans a wide range of 3D biped car-
toon characters, containing 1,500 high-quality 3D models.
First, we carefully collect images of 2D full-body biped car-
toon characters with diverse identities, shape, and textural
styles from the Internet, resulting in 15 character species and
4 image styles, as shown in Fig. 3. Then we recruit six pro-
fessional artists to create 3D corresponding character models
according to the collected reference images. The modeling
result is required to be matched with the reference images
as much as possible. The representative image-model pairs
sampled from our dataset are shown in Fig. 2.

Topological-consistency. The key to building a linear
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Figure 2. The gallery of the representative examples sampled from 3DBiCar. Each collected reference image is followed by the T-pose
model and the posed model, created by professional artists. 3DBiCar contains 1,500 topologically consistent, textured and skinned 3D
high-quality models with paired 2D images, which covers 15 species and 4 image styles.
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Figure 3. Data distribution. Chart (a) illustrates the number of
15 species of bipedal cartoon characters in 3DBiCar. Chart (b)
shows the number of four styles of reference images collected in
our dataset.

parametric shape model is keeping a unified mesh topology.
Traditional human parametric models utilize a template mesh
to register different human body scans with 3D landmarks to
keep topologically uniform. Inspired by this, we first create a
template mesh with several 3D colored landmarks as shown
in Fig. 4. All six artists are required to craft 3D models by de-
forming the above-predefined template under the constraints
of these obvious landmarks. We set up a review committee of
10 to check these models based on the landmarks, ensuring
the consistency of mesh topology. The landmarks could also
be used to compute the position of models’ joints for body
posing or character animation. The topological consistency

Template

Figure 4. Template. The models in the center are the predefined
template mesh with landmarks. It can be seen that we refine the
structure on specific regions, where a complex nose or tail may ex-
ist. The colored regions and delineated lines denote the landmarks.
These landmarks represent specific components of the character’s
body, such as elbow and eye socket. During model crafting, artists
are required to deform the template model while keeping the land-
marks in the position where the original body components are.

of 3DBiCar paves the way to learn a skinned parametric
model, which we will discuss in Sec. 4.

Richness. We provide various forms of data for each
character. There are not only the 3D shape meshes and UV-
space textures carefully crafted by artists but also collected
reference images. For each character, artists are asked first
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to create a T-pose mesh and then deform it to match the
reference pose. Furthermore, all the models are rigged and
skinned using a predefined skeleton and skinning weight
matrix, which enables further animation production for char-
acters. In addition, each character contains two separate
eyeballs specifically designed for facial animation. The body
mesh of each character comprises 38,726 vertices and 77,448
faces, while each eyeball consists of 1,025 vertices and 2,046
faces.

4. Parametric Modeling
We propose the first parametric model of 3D biped

cartoon characters (RaBit), which contains a linear blend
model for shapes and a neural generator for textures. Ra-
Bit simultaneously parameterizes the shape, pose, and tex-
ture of 3D biped characters. Specifically, we decompose
the parametric space into identity-related body parameter B
(Sec. 4.1), non-rigid pose-related parameter Θ (Sec. 4.2) and
texture-related parameter T (Sec. 4.3). Overall, a 3D biped
character is parameterized as follows,

M =F (B,Θ, T )

=FT (FP (FS(B),Θ), T ),
(1)

where FS , FP , and FT are the parametric functions to gen-
erate shape, pose, and texture respectively. The following
sections will elaborate on the details of RaBit.

4.1. Shape Modeling

Recently, linear shape models dominate the representation
of statistical 3D model. Numerous methods [5, 12, 32, 39]
have shown PCA’s ability in modeling the human body and
face. Inspired by [35], we parameterize our character shape
linearly with the following equation,

MS = FS(B) = M̄S +

|B|∑
i

βisi, (2)

where M̄S denotes the mean shape and MS is the recon-
structed shape. The coefficients of linear shape are βi ∈ B.
|B| is the number of shape parameters and is set to 100 in
our implementation. si ∈ R3×N denotes the orthogonal prin-
cipal components of vertex displacements that capture shape
variations in different character identities. The shape model
of RaBit is learned from 1,050 characters of 3DBiCar using
PCA [35]. RaBit’s eyeballs can be computed based on the
predefined landmarks shown in Fig. 4. Please refer to the
Supplementary for more details.

4.2. Pose Modeling

RaBit employs a standard vertex-based linear blend skin-
ning technique, which uses the predefined skeleton and skin-
ning weight matrix provided by 3DBiCar. The pose parame-
ter Θ defines a set of angles as Θ = [θ1, θ2, ..., θK ] ∈ R69,

where θk ∈ R3 denotes the axis-angle representation of
the relative rotation of joint k with respect to its parent and
K = 23 represents the number of joints. θk can be converted
to the rotation matrix format R(θk) using Rodrigues’ for-
mula [35]. The following equations demonstrate how the
pose function FP changes vertex vi ∈ MS to its correspond-
ing position vi

′ ∈ MP ,

vi
′ =

K∑
k=1

wk,iG
′
k(Θ, J)vi, (3)

G′
k(Θ, J) = Gk(Θ, J)Gk(Θ

′, J)−1, (4)

Gk(Θ, J) =
∏

j∈A(k)

[
R(θj) Jj
0 1

]
, (5)

where wk,i is the k-th element of the linear blend matrix W
for the i-th vertex. Gk(Θ, J) is the global transformation of
joint k, while G′

k(Θ, J) is the global transformation of joint
k after removing the transformation of rest pose Θ′. A(k)
denotes a set including all the ancestors of joint k, and Jj
represents the location of the j-th joint, which is located at
the bounding box center of a specific body landmark. Thus
given the T-pose mesh MS and specific pose Θ, we can
generate the corresponding posed mesh MP by FP ,

MP = FP (MS ,Θ). (6)

4.3. Texture Modeling

Although traditional linear PCA is capable of building
a decent statistical shape model, it fails to represent high-
frequency details in textures and can produce blurry results
due to its weak Gaussian assumption. Recently, GAN-based
architectures [19, 21, 22, 27, 28, 49] have shown the notable
capability of generating high-fidelity images. Thus, we re-
sort to StyleGAN2-based techniques for UV texture maps
generation, but with a coherent UV unfolding (as shown in
Fig. 5) to facilitate the learning of texture compared with [22].
Specifically, the neural texture generator in RaBit translates
a latent code to a texture map, which could be formulated as
follows,

G (T ) : RZ → RH×W×C , (7)

where G (T ) takes a Z-dimensional parameter vector as input
and synthesizes a H × W × C texture map. Thus given
a posed mesh MP and a specific texture code T , we can
generate a textured mesh M with the following equation,

M = FT (MP , T ) = H(MP , G (T )), (8)

where H means the process of applying the texture map
to the mesh model. In our implementation, the generator
follows the architecture of StyleGAN2 [28], while taking a
512-dimensional parameter vector as input and generating a
1024× 1024× 3 texture map.
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5. Single-View Reconstruction
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Figure 5. BiCarNet. Given a masked image, we first map it to
the parametric vectors. The vectors are then fed to our RaBit to
generate a posed body mesh, two eyeballs, and a global UV texture.
A part-sensitive reasoner is utilized to perceive local regions and
generate the detailed UV texture map. Finally, a vivid 3D cartoon
character is obtained with our BiCarNet.

Single-view reconstruction (SVR) is one of the most pop-
ular tasks of efficient 3D content generation, and recent work
has made noticeable progress on human reconstruction based
on parametric model of human characters (e.g., SMPL). To
verify the practicality of our proposed 3DBiCar and RaBit,
we conduct SVR for bipled cartoon characters. A baseline
learning-based method is presented, which is termed as Bi-
CarNet.

5.1. BiCarNet

Given a single masked image of cartoon characters, our
BiCarNet aims to reconstruct the corresponding 3D shape,
pose, and texture. The key problem is to build an encoder
to map the input image to the parametric space of Rabit. As
shown in the upper part of Fig. 5, we adopt the learning
block in HMR [26] as our Encoder. Once these parametric
vectors are learned, we can feed them to our RaBit model
to generate a posed body mesh, two eyeballs, and a UV
texture (we name it global for convenience to introduce the
following method description).

During our preliminary experiments, we find that the
shape reconstruction of characters, i.e. the eyes and body,
is satisfactory, while the inferred UV tends to lose detailed
appearances of some small yet significant areas, such as the
nose and ears. We thus adopt a part-sensitive texture reasoner
(PSR) to address the above issue, as the lower part of Fig. 5
shows. Specifically, we design five individual UV-mappings

for these significant parts of the nose, ears, horns, eyes, and
mouth. Five lightweight encoder-decoder branches are next
introduced to learn the appearances of these local regions
from the input image, respectively. The learned part UVs
could be remapped to the corresponding area on the global
UV map to produce a blended texture. However, a direct
blending tends to cause seam artifacts. Thus we further adopt
a Fuser to address the artifacts as Fig. 5 illustrates. Please
refer to the Supplementary for thorough implementations of
BiCarNet.

5.2. Experiments

Data preparation. We first split 3DBiCar into a training
set (1,050 image-model pairs) and a testing set (450 pairs).
To support a stable training of BiCarNet, we next generate a
large number of synthetic paired data with the help of RaBit,
which are highly diversified in shape, posture, and texture.
To be specific, a lot of 3D textured models are first sampled
from the RaBit space, which are then rendered into images
from different camera views. This finally produce 13,650
pairs for training. Note that, BiCarNet takes an image with
foreground masked as input. All synthetic images naturally
have no background. For real images, all the foreground
masks are manually annotated.

Result gallery. Fig. 6 shows representative results gener-
ated by BiCarNet. As illustrated, our BiCarNet can generate
vivid 3D cartoon characters loyal to individual cartoon im-
ages in shape, pose, and texture. We believe that our work
opens the door to producing 3D biped cartoon characters
from easy-to-obtain inputs.

Figure 6. Result gallery of BiCarNet. Our BiCarNet is capable
of generating vivid 3D cartoon characters with only single-view
image input.

Results on Shape Reconstruction. As mentioned above,
BiCarNet utilizes HMR-like blocks and RaBit for shape and
pose learning. Currently, other reconstruction methods could
also be used for topology-consistent geometry inference,
such as GCNN-based methods [34] and UV-based meth-
ods [55]. We choose two representative methods for com-
parison, i.e., Mesh-Graphormer [33, 34] and DecoMR [55].
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Mesh-Graphormer combines graph convolutions and self-
attentions in a transformer for 3D human reconstruction
from a single image. DecoMR reconstructs 3D human mesh
from single images by regressing a UV-based location map.
Tab. 1 shows the quantitative comparisons of the above three
methods on MPVE, MPJPE, and PA-MPJPE. We also pro-
vide qualitative comparisons in Fig. 7. Both quantitative and
qualitative results demonstrate that the HMR-like method
achieves the highest performance on geometry inference
and provides more accurate reconstructions closer to ground
truths. As noted, both Mesh-Graphormer and DecoMR out-
perform HMR for SMPL-based human reconstruction. It is
interestingly found that they perform worse in our settings.
One possible reason is that our biped cartoon meshes own
an extremely larger amount of vertices than SMPL to model
more complex geometry. This greatly increases the challenge
of vertices regression in Mesh-Graphormer and DecoMR.
Thus, in our setting, directly regressing the low-dimension
parameters performs better.

Method MPVE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓

DecoMR [55] 85.74 81.23 47.23

Mesh-Graphormer [34] 63.31 47.15 34.12

Ours (HMR [26] + RaBit) 51.46 37.80 25.97

Table 1. Quantitative results of shape reconstruction. Our
method achieves the best results in terms of MPVE, MPJPE and
PA-MPJPE. Note that all metrics are measured in a unit 10−3m.

Figure 7. Qualitative results of shape reconstruction. From left to
right, each row contains (a) the input image, reconstructed meshes
of (b) Mesh Graphormer, (c) DecoMR, (d) our method, and (e) the
GT mesh.

Results on Texture Inference. To demonstrate the ca-
pability of our proposed GAN-based texture generator, we
first compare our RaBit-based texture inference (i.e., BiCar-
Net) with PCA-based inference. Specifically, for PCA-based

method, we utilize the same learning architecture to map the
input image into the PCA-based texture space. Furthermore,
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed texture infer-
ence modules, we also conduct ablative analysis on BiCarNet
without Fuser and BiCarNet without Part-sensitive Reasoner
(PSR). Table 2 shows the quantitative results of different
texture inference methods on MSE, PSNR and FID and our
proposed method achieves the highest scores compared with
all other methods. Moreover, Fig. 8 illustrates the qualitative
results of these methods for texture inference. Fig. 9 shows
the results without and with Fuser, which demonstrates our
fusion module can deal with unnature seam-like artifacts.
We can observe that the part-sensitive texture reasoner and
the Fuser help to capture the local regions of characters and
recover their detailed appearances.

Method MSE(×10−1)↓ PSNR(×102) ↑ FID ↓

PCA 0.2309 0.2254 0.4642

BiCarNet 0.1093 0.2458 0.1133

BiCarNet w/o Fuser 0.1108 0.2397 0.1407

BiCarNet w/o PSR 0.1346 0.2361 0.4024

Table 2. Quantitative results on texture inference. PCA denotes
linear modeling method for texture and the last two rows indicate
the results of BiCarNet respectively without two designed module.
Our BiCarNet outperforms others methods in all metrics.

Figure 8. Qualitative comparisons on texture inference. The
input image (a) is followed by the textured models from (b) PCA,
(c) BiCarNet w/o PSR, (d) BiCarNet and (e) the ground truth. Note
that we use the same shape and focus on the difference of textures.

6. More Applications
6.1. Sketch-based Modeling

Customizing 3D biped cartoon characters usually requires
a heavy workload with commercial tools, even for experi-
enced artists. Sketch-based modeling enables amateur users
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Figure 9. Qualitative ablation on Fuser in Texture inference.
Left: BiCarNet w/o Fuser. Right: BiCarNet with Fuser.

to get involved in 3D shape customization in a simple and
intuitive fashion. We build a sketch-based modeling applica-
tion with the help of 3DBiCar and RaBit.

We first sample a series of shape vectors randomly and
feed them to RaBit to generate 3D cartoon characters with
diversified shapes, resulting in 12,000 T-pose models. Then
we apply suggestive contour [24] to render the front-view
sketches with different abstraction levels and obtain 108,000
sketch-model pairs. Given a sketch as input, we employ
ResNet-50 and three MLPs as the encoder and decoder to
map the input sketch to 100-dimensional shape parameters.
The generated shape parameters are next fed to RaBit to
reconstruct the corresponding 3D model. Please refer to the
Supplemental materials for more details. Note that users only
need to depict a 3D character with T-pose on a 2D canvas
while the output characters of our method are animation-
ready and can be directly applied to other commercial tools.
Fig. 10 displays the sketches created by users with little
knowledge of modeling as well as the corresponding models
generated by our system. It can be seen that our sketch-based
modeling system offers a smart approach for amateur users
to create 3D biped cartoon characters with diversified shapes.
We will further explore the support of shape reconstruction
from sketches with arbitrary poses, and texture painting in
the future.

Figure 10. Result gallery of sketch-based modelling. The sketches
created by amateur users denotes on the left and the generated
models on the right.

6.2. 3D Character Animation

Following the recent advance of human recovering
method and parametric model [35, 39, 50], we extract the
human from input video frames and adopt a temporal-aware

encoder to recover the sequence of human poses [50]. Then,
a motion retargeting method [25] is used to convert the poses
on the human skeleton to the motion of our cartoon charac-
ters. As shown in Fig. 11, animation-ready characters gener-
ated by our RaBit can be directly applied to 3D animation.
Please refer to the supplementary for animation video.

Figure 11. Transferring motion of a human video to animate
characters. (a) denotes the input frames. (b), (c), and (d) indicate
three corresponding posed cartoon characters.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce 3DBiCar, the first large-scale

3D biped cartoon character dataset. It contains 1,500 tex-
tured and skinned models with a consistent mesh topology.
Based on 3DBiCar, we propose the first 3D full-body car-
toon parametric model RaBit for biped character modeling.
Furthermore, we build a baseline method BiCarNet for re-
constructing 3D textured models from a single image with
cartoon characters. Experimental results demonstrate the ca-
pability of 3DBiCar and RaBit as well as the effectiveness
of BiCarNet. Last but not least, two further applications, i.e.,
sketch-based modeling and 3D character animation, demon-
strate the usability and practicality of our dataset and para-
metric model. We hope that our work will contribute to the
development of 3D biped cartoon character modeling and
inspire future works in this area.
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